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Neutrino observation at Super-Kamiokande
• Super-Kamiokade: the world-largest underground 

neutrino detector with 50 kton  of water


• Dissolved Gadolinium to SK in 2020 (0.01%) and 
2022 (0.03%)


• Significantly enhanced neutron detection 
capability


• Major physics goals:


• First observation of Diffuse Supernova 
Neutrino Background (DSNB) 

• Improved measurement of supernova burst 
neutrinos


• Reactor neutrinos


• Measurement of atmospheric and accelator 
neutrinos with improved reconstruction


• And many more!
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The number of accidental coincidence background events
Bacc is estimated as

( )e= ´ -B N , 1acc mis pre ntag
data

where εmis is the neutron misidentification probability
described in Section 3, and -Npre ntag

data represents the number
of remaining observed events after all selection criteria except
neutron tagging.

Systematic uncertainties are estimated for only signal energy
regions. The uncertainties on the NCQE events, spallation 9Li,
and reactor neutrinos are taken as estimated by Abe et al.
(2021), as 68% below 15.49MeV and 82% above 15.49MeV,
60%, and 100% for the NCQE, 9Li, and reactor neutrino
backgrounds, respectively. Other components, such as non-
NCQE events and accidental coincidence events, are newly
estimated from the observed data in SK-VI based on the same
method as Abe et al. (2021), 44% and 4%, respectively.

5. Results

After all event selection criteria are applied, 16 events
remain within the signal energy region in 552.2 day data. In
this analysis, we adopt five separate bins of Erec, of widths
7.5–9.5, 9.5–11.5, 11.5–15.5, 15.5–23.5, and 23.5–29.5 MeV
for the signal window. Also, the side-band region is separated
into bins for each 10MeV. Figure 2 shows the Erec spectrum of
those events. This is also listed in Table 1.

The probabilities of finding the observed number of events due
to the fluctuation of the background events (p-value) are evaluated
for each bin. It is done by performing 106 pseudo experiments
based on the number of observed events and expected background
events and the systematic uncertainties of the latter. The obtained
p-values are listed in Table 1. We conclude that no significant
excess is observed in the data over the expected background since
even the most significant bin has a p-value is 25.8%.

We set the upper limit for the number of signal excess over
the expected background with a 90% confidence level (C.L.;
N90). It is evaluated by the pseudo experiments using the
number of observed events with these 1σ statistical uncertain-
ties and the number of expected background events with their
systematic uncertainties. Then we estimate the flux upper limit
based on N90 of the observed event. Assuming there is no
signal event, the upper limit on the flux for each bin is
calculated as
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Here, s̄IBD is the averaged total cross section of IBD for each
energy bin, Np is the number of protons as a target in the 22.5
kton of the fiducial volume of SK, T is the live time of
observation (552.2 days), ēsig is the averaged signal efficiency
for each energy bin after all event selection criteria are applied
as shown in Figure 1, and dE is the bin width at each bin. The
neutrino energy Eν is calculated by Eν= Erec+ 1.8 MeV. The
total cross section is given by the calculation in Strumia &
Vissani (2003).

The expected upper limit from the background-only
hypothesis at 90% C.L., N90, exp, is evaluated using the number
of expected background events and their statistical uncertainty.
Then we extract the expected flux sensitivity by replacing N90
with N90, exp in Equation (2).

Figure 3 shows the upper limit of the n̄e flux extracted in this
search with the range of expectations of modern DSNB models.
The most optimistic expectation is Kaplinghat+00 (Kaplinghat

Figure 2. Reconstructed energy spectra of the observed data and the expected
background after data reductions with a linear (top) and a logarithmic (bottom)
scale for the vertical axis. These include the signal energy region and the side-
band region above 29.5 MeV. Each color-filled histogram shows the expected
backgrounds. The error bars in the data points represent the statistical
uncertainty estimated by taking the square root of the number of observed
events. These background histograms are stacked on the other histograms. The
hatched areas represent the total systematic uncertainty for each bin. The size of
uncertainty for each background is mentioned in the main text. The red dotted–
dashed line shows the DSNB expectation from the Horiuchi+09
model (Horiuchi et al. 2009), which is drawn separately from the stacked
histogram of the estimated backgrounds.

Table 1
Summary of Observed Events, Expected Background Events, and p-value for

Each Erec Bin

Erec (MeV) Observed Expected p-value

7.5–9.5 5 7.73 ± 2.54 0.798
9.5–11.5 5 4.14 ± 1.23 0.398
11.5–15.5 3 2.13 ± 0.59 0.359
15.5–23.5 2 0.98 ± 0.35 0.258
23.5–29.5 1 0.98 ± 0.41 0.597

Note. Errors for the expected background represent only the systematic
uncertainty.
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Latest DSNB search results at SK-Gd

• First DSNB search result from SK-Gd 
with  1.5 year of the data with 0.01% 
Gd concentration 


• Already approacing the sensitivity 
with 10-years of pure-water SK data


• Experimental sensitivity approaching 
model prediction
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Diffuse Supernova 
Neutrino Background

• Signal: inverse beta decay of DSNB electron antineutrinos 


• Prompt positron and delayed neutron capture


• Largest background: atmospheric neutrino neutral-current 
quasi-elastic (NCQE) scattering 


• Prompt signal: sum of all the de-excitation γs from ν-16O 
interaction (primary interaction) and secondary interactions 
of knocked-out nucleons and 16O


• Delayed signal: All the neutrons produced by direct 
knock-out and evaporation
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Backgrounds: Atmospheric ν NCQE

大気ニュートリノ反応
検出器内で何が起こる？
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(multiple?)

γ

inelastic

Gd loading water

• 中性子の熱化中に発生する Secondary γは
Primary γとの時間差は小さく、SKでは同じ
事象と判別される。 

• それぞれのガンマ線（数MeV領域）の識別は
非常に困難。 

• 真の信号と同様な大気ニュートリノ起源信号
の見積りをいかに高精度で行えるか。

数10MeV の先発信号と１つの遅延信号

超新星背景ニュートリノ信号

p
νe

e+

n

γ
Gd

時間差~20μ秒 
(Gd 0.1%)

それぞれの反応を理解し、シミュレーションへ実装

!(10)MeV

DSNB signal (inverse beta decay)

Prompt signal at O(10) MeV and            
delayed neutron capture

Δt ~ 10s of μs 

Neutrino energy: O(100) MeV - O(1) GeV

Better understanding of these processes indispensable 
for the “discovery” of DSNB at Super-Kamiokande  
(and future Hyper-Kamiokande) 



Key physical process
• De-excitation of highly excited states of 15N* and 15O*, 

produced by nucleon knockout from 16O


• Questions:


• What is the distributions of the s-hole states?


• What is the contribution of multi-nucleon knockout?


• What is the multiplicity and energy distributions of de-
excitation γ and nucleons?
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FIG. 1: (a) The two-dimensional scatter plot of the kinetic energies of two protons (Ep) measured by GR and LAS in the
16O(p, 2p)15N reaction. (b) The excitation energy spectrum of 15N induced by the 16O(p, 2p)15N reaction. The region shown
by an arrow is scaled by 1/10. In the analyses of the γ-ray from the s-hole state, we use the coincident data with two protons
in the regions A (Ex=16–20 MeV), B (Ex=20–30 MeV), and C (Ex=30–40 MeV).
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FIG. 2: The coincidence γ-ray spectrum with the NaI scintil-
lators obtained by gating on the peak at Ex=5.3–7.3 MeV in
the 16O(p, 2p)15N reaction. The open circles and histogram
show the data and 6.32 MeV γ-ray MC, respectively.

in Super-Kamiokande are clearly observed in Fig. 4 (b)
and (c).

In order to obtain accurate values for these γ-ray emis-
sion probabilities, we fit the data with the associated
γ-ray MC simulations. We use the γ-ray data Eγ=3.0–
7.4 MeV. Because many kinds of γ-ray energy are as-
sociated, we do not analyze data at Eγ <3.0 MeV. An
upper limit on the γ-ray gate energy of Eγ <7.4 MeV is
chosen because the highest excitation energy of the as-
sociated states below the particle emission thresholds is
7.34 MeV, as shown in Fig. 3.

From the excited states in Fig. 3, we choose candi-

FIG. 3: A decay scheme from the s-hole state in 15N [26].
The bold solid lines show ground states. The narrow solid
lines show all the possible excited states to emit de-excitation
γ-rays below particle emission thresholds (the break lines),
except for the 15.1 MeV state. The states in 13C are also fed
by p+n decay, and the states in 12C are fed by d+n decay and
p+n+n decay. We do not show the 13N+n+n decay since the
two-neutron emission threshold is high (21.39 MeV).

date excited states that emit the γ-rays as listed in Ta-
ble II for fitting. We omit the 3.95 MeV state in 14N be-
cause it mostly de-excites with γ-rays with Eγ <3.0 MeV.
Since the energies of two γ-rays with Eγ=7.01 MeV and
7.03 MeV are very close, we treat these two γ-rays as
mono-energetic. We generate sixteen γ-rays in the MC

Neutral Current Quasi-Elastic (NCQE)
S1/2核子の knock out 
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by an arrow is scaled by 1/10. In the analyses of the γ-ray from the s-hole state, we use the coincident data with two protons
in the regions A (Ex=16–20 MeV), B (Ex=20–30 MeV), and C (Ex=30–40 MeV).
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Previous experimental data
• Measurement of p-16O interaction at RCNP (Yosoi, et al)


• Strike proton beam to an ice (16O) target


• Measure particle emission from 16O(p,2p)15N* as a function of 
exciation energy of 15N*


• Unique data for decay processes of highly-excited 15N* (and 11B*)


• But with some limitations 

• Higher than ideal enery threshould for decay particle


• Limited acceptance
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Predicted eneryg distributions from various model
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15N* 20 < Ex < 40 MeV S. AbeDetection threshould at the RCNP 
experiment by Yosoi et al.

~50% inefficiency due to 
the energy threshould

NucDeEx (de-excitation simulator):  

• S. Abe, poster (P16) at UGAP2024 (Mar. 4-6, Sendai) 

• S. Abe, talk at UGAP 若手研究会 (Mar. 7, Sendai) 


• S. Abe, Phys. Rev. D 109, 036009 (2024)



How to improve the situation:  
An experiment with inverse kinematics

• Strike (heavy) ion beam into a target with 
light molecule (such as liquid hydrogen)


• The system is boosted to the forward regions


• Makes detection of low-energy fragments 
(typically < 10 MeV in the CM frame) 
thanks to their higher energy in the lab 
frame


• Contained in a smaller solid angle region in 
the lab frame
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(such as H, D) De-excitation gamma

Recoil 
nucleon

Residual 
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(boosted to 
forward)



Proposal of an experiment at RIKEN RIBF
• Proposing an inverse-kinematics experiment 

with 16O beam available at RIKEN Rare 
Isotope Beam Facility (RIBF)
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16O
p

15N*

Reconstruct 15N* excitation 
energy from kinematics for 
recoil nucleons

15N*
14N

γ Detect ALL the decay 
products (boosted to 
forward region)



Proposal of an experiment at RIKEN RIBF
• Many necessary experimental apparatus 

already available or under development:


• Liquid H2 target system


• Proton and gamma detectors around the 
target


• The SAMURAI spectrometer
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Aiming to collect a complete new set 
of experiemtal data for 16O-nucleon 
interaction

→Improve neutrino interaction 
model for current and future water-
Cherenkov experiments



Collaboration
• ~40 participants including experts on key detector components 

• Active members (experimentalists): 

• S. Abe, R. Akutsu, Y. Koshio, L. Feng, Y. Mizuno, Y. Nakajima, T. Tada


• Collaboration with nuclear theorists 

• K. Ogata, S. Nakayama, F. Minato, Y. Watanabe


• S. Abe, N. L. Achouri, R. Akutsu**, T. Aumann, F. Delaunay, M. Duer, M. Enciu, L. C. Feng,               
F. Flavigny, J. Gibelin, T. Isobe, T. Kobayashi, Y. Kondo, Y. Koshio, Y. Kubota, F. M. Marqués,           
A. Matta, Y. Matsuda, R. Matsumura, Y. Mizuno, Y. Nakajima*, T. Nakamura, S. Nakayama,            
M. Niikura, M. Nishimura, A. Obertelli, K, Ogata, N. A. Orr, H. Otsu, H. Sakurai, M. Sasano, 
H. Sato, A. Stefanescu, T. Tada, Y. Togano, T. Uesaka, Y. Watanabe, C. Xanthopoulou

12

*spokesperson **co-spokesperson

Blue: graduate students



Goals of the experiment(s)

• Phase 1 (targeting primary interaction):


• 16O(p,2p)15N* and 15N* decay at 100 MeV/u 
and 200 MeV/u


• 16O(p,pn)15O* and 15O* decay  at 100 MeV/u 
and 200 MeV/u


• Phase 2 (targeting secondary interaction): 


• Inclusive 16O(p,X) and 16O(n,X) at 50 MeV/u to 
300 MeV/u

13

Comprehensive measurement of nucleon-16O interactions 
including their decay products at O(10) to O(100) MeV

16Oν ν

De-excitation 
gammas

De-excitation 
gammasRecoil 

nucleon

De-excitation 
neutrons

16O

Recoil/de-excitation 
neutrons

Primary interaction 
Target of Phase 1

Secondary interaction 
Target of Phase 2



Experimental setup for 16O(p,2p) measurement

14projectile
-lik

e residues

CATANAPLUS + STRASSE 
150 mm H2 target

(p,2p) detection efficiency: 30-45% 
Missing momentum resolution: 2 MeV/c 
Missing mass resolution: 2 MeV

• Parasite with the already-approved SAMURAI-69 experiment (SP: A. Obertelli) 


• Detect knock-out proton with Si tracker (STRASSE) + CsI calorimeter 
(CATANA) surrounding the LH2 target


• Used to identify 16O(p,2p) reaction and reconstruct excitation eneryg for the 
residual 15N*


• Detect residual nuclei and decay products with SAMURAI superconducting 
magnet and downstream detectors.



Experimental setup for 16O(p,pn) measurement
• Additional neutron detectors


• Measure angle and kinetic energy (with ToF) of 
recoil neutrons


• A half of the CsI calorimeter will be removed 


• Downstream detector will be same as the O(p,2p) 
experiment 
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LH2 target

STRASSE

CATANA

Possible new gamma 
detector array

SAMURAI magnet

16O beam

n

pγ
Residual 

nuclei

n

Neutron 
detectors

Neutron kinematics for various excitation energies

Beam energy: 200 MeV/u



Current status and plan

• Simulation studies to optimize the detector configuration and running plan


• Many things to be optimized: target thickness, arrangement of neutron 
detectors, strength of magentic field etc..


• Integrating nuclear model(s) to the simulation


• Preparing an experimental proposal for RIKEN RIBF

16

Aiming to conduct the measurements in the next few years!



Summary
• SK-Gd is exploring new frontier of neutrino observations 

using neutrons


• The first observation of DSNB


• Improved reconstruction for atmospheric and acceletor 
neutrinos with neutrons


• Precise knowledge of nucleon-16O interaction essential for 
fully exploit neutron information


• Large uncertainty in nucleon-16O scattering and 
subsequent nuclear de-excitation


• More complehensive data needed to improve the nuclear 
models


• Working to realize an 16O beam inverse-kinematics 
experiment at RIKEN RIBF

17

Welcoming new collaborators!



Supplemental slides
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Previous experimental data (1)

• Normal kinematics measurements on 
O(p,2p) at RCNP


• M. Yosoi, Ph.D thesis (1999)


• K. Kobayashi et al, arXiv:0604006 
[nucl-ex]


• Particle decay and de-excitation 
gamma was measured, but with


• Relatively high threshold for charged 
particle (3.1 - 4.6 MeV)


• No correlation data among decay 
particles 
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FIG. 4: The energy spectrum of γ-rays from the s-hole state in 15N after subtracting accidental coincidence background.
Each figure is obtained in coincidence by gating two proton events in the excitation-energy regions at (a) Ex=16–20 MeV, (b)
Ex=20–30 MeV, and (c) Ex=30–40 MeV via the 16O(p, 2p)15N reaction. The closed circles and lines show the data and the
results of the best fitted MC simulations, respectively.

cludes such non-quasi-free contributions. The difference
between (N(k)/Ntot)s−hole and (N(k)/Ntot) is estimated
to be 15% for the extreme case that N(k) is zero for the
non-quasi-free process. The proton decay is a slightly
different process from the (p, 2p) reaction, because the
nuclear medium could affect the proton decay and not
leave a simple hole state. The fraction of the correlated
decay is estimated to be 10% by Ref. [28]. In this paper,
we evaluate the emission probabilities without this effect.
The γ-ray emission probabilities estimated for the 7.01

and 7.03 MeV states are less than half of Ejiri’s esti-
mate [9]. However, we found a few excited states to
emit γ-rays with Eγ > 6 MeV. Compared to the 4%
γ-ray emission probability with Eγ > 6 MeV estimated
by Ejiri, our emission probabilities are estimated to be
3.1%. On the basis of the (e, e′p) result [14], the dom-
inant 6.32 MeV γ-ray from the 3/2− p-hole state is ex-
pected to be emitted with 29% (P (6.32 MeV p3/2−) =
Sp(6.32 MeV p3/2−)/8 = 2.35/8). The emission prob-
abilities of 3.1% with Eγ,tot > 6 MeV is found to be
about 1/10 compared with that of the 6.32 MeV γ-ray.
Moreover, we found that the emission probability with
Eγ,tot=3–6 MeV is high, though no γ-rays are quoted in
this energy region in Ref. [9]. Especially, the 4.4 MeV
γ-ray emission mainly from the 12C+t decay is strong,
despite the high Q-value. This is consistent with the re-
sult of the particle-decay measurement [11]. The reason
why the triton decay probability is higher than that of
α decay is theoretically explained by the selection rule
obtained from the spatial SU(3) symmetry [12].

B. 15.1MeV γ-ray

A 15.1 MeV γ-ray is emitted mainly from the T=1, 1+

state in 12C which might be made from the s-hole state
in 15N∗. In the γ-ray data obtained by gating on the
s-hole events in the excitation-energy region at Ex=16–

40 MeV, we search for a signal in the energy region at
Eγ=10–15.7 MeV, where the peak is expected to be lo-
cated based on the MC study. Figures 5 (a) and (b) show
the 15.1 MeV γ-ray MC simulation and data, respec-
tively. We do not find any significant excess within the
statistical uncertainty. The limit on the total emission
probability including the s-hole strength of the 15.1 MeV
γ-ray is estimated to be 0.38% at 99% confidence level.
The branching ratio of the door-way s-hole state in

15N to the T=1, 1+ state in 12C has been recently cal-
culated in the same manner as used in Ref. [13]. The
obtained value is about 0.04% [29]. Taking into account
the 15.1 MeV emission branching ratio from T=1, 1+

state in 12C and the spectroscopic factor of the s-hole
state in 15N, the total emission probability is predicted
to be ∼0.007%. Although the statistical decay process
from the s-hole state might contribute to produce the
15.1 MeV state in 12C, much more statistics of the data
is needed to find out the signal of 15.1 MeV γ-ray.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the de-excitation γ-rays from the excita-
tion of the s-hole state in 15N via the 16O(p, 2p)15N reac-
tion. The emission branching ratio of γ-rays with more-
than-6 MeV and 3–6 MeV from the s-hole state in the
excitation-energy region of 16 to 40 MeV are estimated to
be 15.6±1.3+0.6

−1.0% and 27.9±1.5+3.4
−2.6%, respectively. If we

take into account the spectroscopic factor of the s-hole
state, the total emission probabilities are found to be
3.1% and 5.6%, respectively. In water Cherenkov detec-
tor experiments, it is important to understand the decay
process with γ-rays from the proton-hole state in 15N.
Especially for the proton decay search via p → ν̄K+ in
Super-Kamiokande, this result is useful to reduce the sys-
tematic uncertainty of the detection efficiency. Moreover,
we searched for the 15.1 MeV γ-ray from the s-hole state.
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Previous experimental data (2)
• T. Noro et al PTEP 2020, 093D02 

discusses measurements of 16O(p,2p)


• Focuses on knock-out of nucleons 
near Fermi-surface

20

PTEP 2020, 093D02 T. Noro et al.

Fig. 3. Typical separation energy spectra. The (red) shaded area in each plot, except for the lower right-hand
panel, shows accidental coincidence events estimated using coincidence triggering between adjacent beam
bunches. The lower right-hand panel is a 16O(p, 2p) spectrum generated by subtracting the 12C- and 6Li-target
contributions from the 6Li2CO3-target spectrum shown in the lower left-hand panel. The accidental coincidence
events are already subtracted in this spectrum.

well or acceptably separated from adjacent peaks, but the 1/2+ peaks of 15N and 39K residual nuclei
include additional yields from other states, as indicated in the figure. This point is considered in the
next section. In the case of the 208Pb target, a peak-fitting procedure was utilized to estimate the
yields of each contribution in the 1/2+–3/2+ or 11/2−–5/2+ pair of the residual nucleus.

As described above, the acceptance angles of both spectrometers were defined by collimators. In
addition, in the case of kinematics 1⃝ where the setting angle of LAS was changed keeping the GR
angle fixed, the horizontal acceptance angle of LAS was divided into two parts in the data analysis
process. The full momentum bite of GR was set to be ± 2.10% and ± 2.27% of the central momentum
for the lighter target nuclei and the 208Pb measurement, respectively. However, this momentum bite
was divided into two parts in the case of the kinematics 4⃝, where the magnetic field of GR was
changed in order to measure the recoil momentum dependence. The momentum bite of LAS is wide
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(MeV c–1) (MeV c–1) (MeV c–1)

Fig. 6. Experimental data and theoretical calculations for the 16O(p⃗, 2p)15N reactions. The kinematic condition
1⃝, defined in Fig. 1, is considered in this target case. The definitions of the lines are the same as those in

Fig. 5. In the “Ex = 5.3 MeV” plots, the sum of the DWIA calculations for the 2s1/2 and 1d5/2 components are
indicated by the thick (red) solid line. The thin (red) solid and (green) dot–dashed lines show the contribution
of the 2s1/2 and 1d5/2 components, respectively.

In the first approach, we used a Schrödinger-equivalent reduction of the global Dirac-type
parameters—EDAD1, developed by Cooper et al. [15]—as the optical potentials. Each of the
calculated scattering wave functions was multiplied by the Darwin factors, and no additional non-
locality corrections were applied. The bound-state wave functions were generated with a conventional
well-depth method using Woods–Saxon potentials, and the geometrical parameters were taken from
DWIA analyses of (e, e′p) reactions [2,16–18]. In addition, non-locality corrections using the Perey
factors [19], with a range parameter value of 0.85fm, were applied to the bound-state wave functions.

When the knocked-out proton orbital is included in a simple shell-model ground state of the target
nucleus, we additionally utilized a second approach based on the relativistic Hartree model [20]. In
this approach, the whole wave functions of the target and residual nuclei were calculated within this
model and Dirac-type optical potentials were generated by folding the resultant nuclear densities with
the nucleon–nucleon interaction, which is parameterized in the relativistic Love–Franey model [21].
The computer codes used in these processes were Timora and Folder, programmed by Horowitz et
al. [22]. As in the first approach, the optical potentials were converted to the Schrödinger-equivalent
form and non-locality corrections—the Darwin factors, in this case—were applied in the same
manner. The result of the relativistic Hartree calculation was also used to obtain the bound-state
wave function, whose upper components were actually employed in the present non-relativistic
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Previous experimental data (3)

• PRL 120, 052501 (2018) 


• Inverse kinematics measurement of 
O(p,2p)


• Focuses on p-state hole 


• No data for 15N* particle decay 
provided
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orbit to bound excited states (see discussion below). The
removal of a proton from the 0s1=2 orbit can only populate
unbound states of 15N and is thus not considered.
Figure 2 shows the projection of the transverse momen-

tum distribution of 15N on the y axis (symbols). Since this
includes proton knockout from the 0p1=2 and 0p3=2 orbits,
it is compared to the sum of the theoretical distributions for
both orbits. The theoretical cross sections were calculated
with the eikonal theory of Ref. [24] and amount to 13.2 and
25.1 mb assuming knockout from completely filled 0p1=2

and 0p3=2 orbits, respectively. The reduction factor R
amounts to R ¼ 0.70ð5Þ and agrees well with the result
R ¼ 0.65ð5Þ from (e, e0p) data [5]. The dash-dotted curve
in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the total spectrum (solid)
scaled by R. The scaled distribution describes the

experimental data well, confirming our assumption that
the data is dominated by proton knockout from orbits
of l ¼ 1.
Exclusive cross sections were extracted from a fit to the

coincident γ spectrum as shown in Fig. 3 for the
16Oðp; 2pÞ15N reaction. Besides the simulated two tran-
sitions from the excited 3=2− states at 6.63 and 9.93 MeV, a
background contribution arising from (p, 2p) reactions
without γ-ray emission was included in the fit. The
population of the g. s. was obtained by subtracting the
contribution of the excited states from the total cross
section resulting in SF values of 1.60(39), 2.01(23), and
0.58(13) for populating the g. s. and the 3=2− states at 6.63
and 9.93 MeV, respectively. Note that the measured SF for
the 1=2− g: s: amounts to 80% of the IPM, while the 0p3=2

strength adds up to 65%, whereas the SCGF calculation
discussed below predicts 78% and 80%, respectively.
However, theory does not reproduce the observed

TABLE I. Measured and calculated (p, 2p) cross sections for the reactions given in the first column. The second and third columns
give neutron and proton separation energies of the residual A−1N, respectively [39,40]. In the fourth column, the mean beam energy in the
middle of the CH2 target is given. In the fifth column, inclusive cross sections for all bound states are listed along with statistical (round
brackets) and systematic uncertainties (square brackets). The predictions from eikonal theory (sixth column) are shown for the knockout
of 0p1=2 protons except for 16O, where the sum of 0p1=2 and 0p3=2 contributions is given. The last column gives the resulting reduction
factor R relative to the IPM with its total uncertainty.

Reaction SnðA−1NÞ [MeV] SpðA−1NÞ [MeV] Ebeam [MeV=u] σexp [mb] σtheory [mb] R
13Oðp; 2pÞ12N 15.0 0.60 401 5.78(0.91)[0.37] 18.96 $ $ $
14Oðp; 2pÞ13N 20.1 1.94 351 10.23(0.80)[0.65] 15.09 0.68(7)
15Oðp; 2pÞ14N 10.6 7.55 310 18.92(1.82)[1.20] 12.19 $ $ $
16Oðp; 2pÞ15N 10.9 10.2 451 26.84(0.90)[1.70] 38.34 0.70(5)
17Oðp; 2pÞ16N 2.49 11.5 406 7.90(0.26)[0.50] 12.23 0.65(5)
18Oðp; 2pÞ17N 5.89 13.1 368 17.80(1.04)[1.13] 9.95 $ $ $
21Oðp; 2pÞ20N 2.16 17.9 449 5.31(0.23)[0.34] 9.16 0.58(4)
22Oðp; 2pÞ21N 4.59 19.6 415 5.93(0.39)[0.40] 8.54 $ $ $
23Oðp; 2pÞ22N 1.28 21.2 448 5.01(0.97)[0.33] 8.06 0.62(13)
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FIG. 2. Projection Py of the momentum distribution of 15N after
one-proton removal from 16O, compared to the sum of theoretical
distributions for the 0p1=2 and 0p3=2 orbits (solid curve) and the
one scaled to the experimental cross section (dashed-dotted curve
with shaded 2σ uncertainty range).
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FIG. 3. Doppler-corrected single-γ spectrum measured in
coincidence with 15N and two protons in CB. The simulated
decays of the 3=2− states at 6.32 and 9.93 MeV were fitted to the
experimental data together with the background contribution. The
total fit is displayed by the solid curve.
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Expected neutron and 
photon distributions

22

Neutron kinematics

Table 1: Major final state topologies of 16O+p reaction and their expected branching fractions. The
16O beam energy of 200 MeV/u.

Final state topology Br(%)
15O+ n + p + � 12.5
14N+ n + 2p + � 10.8

15N+ 2p + � 8.9
12C+ 3p + 2n + � 1.9

16O+ p + � 1.7
13C+ n + 3p + � 1.6
14N+D+ p + � 1.4

13N+ 2n + 2p + � 1.4
15O+D+ � 1.0
Other with �s 13.1

Other with no �s 45.7

Figure 2: Expected energy distributions of gamma-rays from 200 MeV/u 16O-H interaction in the
center-of-mass frame. The total gamma energy spectrum as well as contributions from major residual
nuclei are shown in di↵erent colors.
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